A Motion Analysis in the Volleyball Spike – Part 2: Coordination and Performance Variability
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Abstract Part one of this study described the three-dimensional kinematics of male and female top level and junior elite volleyball players during a spike. Different strategies for generating a high impact speed for the hand were observed between the groups. This part focuses on variability in coordination and performance and will use a single-subject approach for the data-analysis. The research question concerns the relationship between coordination variability and skill level. Two hypotheses exist about this relationship: a continuous decrease of variability or a U-shaped relationship when skill level increases. We used different measures of skill level during this study. The discrete measure (top level vs. junior elite) showed no difference in coordination variability. The continuous measures showed both U-shaped and linear relationships with coordination variability when data from all groups were pooled together. No relationships were observed within the groups. Together with the insight gained from the mechanical analysis from part one, knowledge about the coordination variability can be used for guiding the training and learning process of youth elite volleyball players.
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1. Introduction

Following the dynamical systems theory, variability in coordination is a functional necessity for both normal and optimal motor behavior [1]. In the context of a volleyball spike motion, coordination variability allows athletes to adapt to changing constraints. A volleyball rally is a very fast evolving system and players need to observe the opponents’ motions while building up to the spike. From lift off until ball impact lasts only about 400 milliseconds. Being in mid-air during a limited time frame before impact (while the opponents start to set-up their counter block), action-perception coupling with an action variability allows to quickly adapt the motion. According to the non-linear models of motor learning, motor tasks under various dynamic constraints need to be optimized by means of exploring the intrinsic coordination dynamics [2], [3]. From Bernstein’s theorem on coordination [4], we deduce that the human movement system tries to resolve the redundancy in degrees of freedom by emphasis on control of the overall coordination pattern, which is characterized by certain synergies between parts of the neuromuscular system. In this sense, humans ‘freeze and relax’ couplings between parts [1]. What these synergies signify for a specific task and how they can be analyzed requires extensive research. For the volleyball service, a suggestion and analysis of a synergy for intra-limb coordination was executed by Temprado et al. [5]. They analyzed the differences in strength and directions of couplings between the linear sagittal trajectories of shoulder, elbow and wrist between novices and expert volleyball players. The intra limb coordination synergies differed significantly between the groups and allowed to define three distinct patterns of coordination. Various reviews have been concerned with both methodological and theoretical issues in analyzing coordination dynamics [6] – [12]. Various tools for analysis of dynamical systems have been applied in motor control and motor learning studies (e.g. analysis of largest Lyapunov exponents, detrended fluctuation analysis, uncontrolled manifold analysis, discrete and continuous relative phases, etc.), all with specific assumptions and mostly applied to rhythmic and continuous movements such as bimanual and quadrupedal coordination and gait. However, many movements in sports (such as the volleyball spike) are characterized by a very high dimensional (multi-articular, multiple degrees of freedom per joint) discrete action and tools like Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) can be a better choice [13]. These SOMs have been applied to analyze discrete sports motions as discus throwing [14], golf chip shots [15] and basketball shots [16]. The non-linear data-reduction and topographical preservation features of SOMs [13], [17] make them a good choice for analyzing...
coordination in such motions. Using Self-Organizing Maps, studies of biomechanics in volleyball spikes and services like in part one of this study and [18]–[21] can be complemented by studies on coordination (variability) to construct a more holistic approach of the movement dynamics. This may be beneficial for both trainers and physiotherapists working with athletes [22].

Two hypotheses have been presented in the literature to link coordination variability to skill level. Evidences of both are present. The first hypothesis states a continuous decrease of coordination variability through skill development [23]. Although this hypothesis allows the structure of variability to change (from e.g. Gaussian white noise to chaotic structure), the amount of variability continuously decreases. Data of baseball pitching mechanics suggest a continuous decrease of variability in several kinematic variables, but not in temporal and kinetic variables across increasing competition levels [24]. Also in baseball pitching, Stodden et al. [25] showed a continuous decrease in variability of temporal, kinematic and kinetic variables with an increase in ball speed. Dai et al. [26] provided evidence for a linear decrease in discus throwing variability with an increasing performance. Wagner et al. [27] studied movement variability in three throwing techniques in team-handball among players from three skill levels. Their results were consistent with the continuous-decrease hypothesis, but also showed an interaction with throwing technique. The data obtained by Hiley et al. [28] in gymnastics also contributed to this hypothesis and showed evidence of an interaction between mechanical importance and technical performance. The second hypothesis states a U-shaped relation between coordination variability and skill level where novices present a high (non-functional) variability which decreases with skill improvement, subsequently furthering into an (functional) increase when acquiring a level of expertise in skills. Wilson et al. [29] evidenced this hypothesis analyzing coordination variability in triple-jumpers across skill level (expressed as a percentage of the world record): the R² of the U-shaped curve-fits ranged between 0.3659 and 0.9868 for various coupling parameters. In team-handball throwing, Schorer et al. [30] also revealed a U-shaped relationship. Hiley et al. [28] combined both hypotheses and suggested that in motions with precision requirement, movement variability continues to decrease whereas in motions where adaptability to unexpected perturbations is required, the U-shaped hypothesis is more relevant.

Sport requires an optimal mixture of precision and adaptability. It can be hypothesized that both of the theorems are in fact two forms of the same phenomenon, but presented on different scales of skill level (e.g. discrete measures such as competition level or continuous measures like movement outcome) and highly dependent on sport, task difficulty, definition of variability and possible other factors. The previous discussion shows that the use of a certain definition of skill level can influence the results and favor one of both hypotheses. In this study we will use three measures of skill level. The first choice will be contrasting elite professional with elite youth players. The other measures of skill level will be continuous: performance (hand impact speed and jumping height) and performance variability. The variability of performance can also be seen as a good measure of skill level. While variability in coordination can be functional, variability in motor output under constant task and environmental constraints is not optimal in a sports performance context. The highly redundant [4] and degenerate [31] human movement system should be able to produce a consistent outcome (at the level appropriate for each participant individually) with various solutions and thus performance variability can be low while still observing a functional level of coordination variability.

To gain insight into the mechanisms behind skill level and coordination variability, the aim of this study was to analyze differences and correlations in coordination variability, performance and performance variability in adult professional and elite youth volleyball athletes while performing a volleyball spike. To evaluate the evolution throughout skill development, a longitudinal cohort design is most appropriate. This research report presents the first outcomes (cross-sectional) of a longitudinal study over four years concerning the coordination dynamics of youth elite athletes.

2. Materials and Methods

The subjects, procedures, measurements and data processing have been described in part one of this study. It will be briefly reviewed and furthered with a description of the analysis of coordination variability. Top level (male n = 8, female n = 10) and junior elite (male n = 8, female n = 11) volleyball players were recruited to perform ten correct volleyball spikes towards a 3 m by 3 m target at the backside of the field. The ball was tossed up by a professional setter who presented very little variability in toss-up (see results part one). They were instructed to perform the spike with maximal effort. Three-dimensional kinematics of the pelvis, trunk, shoulder and elbow were calculated and the time series of all the variables were centralized around ball impact. These time series were used as input for the construction of neural networks and the study of coordination variability.

2.1. Self-organizing Maps

To analyze coordination and its variability, a single-subject approach was adopted. Doing the coordination analysis on group level would mask too much important information, because there is a delicate interplay between individual constraints and the task ([1]: p.147: “one might as well average apples and oranges”). Afterwards, the output from these individual analyses was used to further inspect group differences and correlations. The coordination variability was analyzed through a strategy using Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) – also known as Kohonen
maps [13] – previously used in many applications to human movement and sports [14], [15], [32]–[35]. SOMs are a class of artificial neural networks, ideal for high-dimensional datasets that can be used in a variety of applications from pattern recognition and classification to non-linear data reduction and others [13]. In this study, SOMs were used to construct a holistic measure of coordination (order parameter or collective variable in the language of coordination dynamics) for every player for every trial. The variability on this order parameter will be used as the measure of coordination variability.

Basically, a SOM consists of several input and output nodes (units), all connected to each other and arranged in a two-dimensional grid. Every unit has a weight-vector with the same dimension as the number of variables of the input vectors. In this study, the input vectors consisted of the twenty measured joint angles and angular velocities at every point in time. Before these input vectors are fed to the map, they were normalized because the SOM uses a Euclidean distance (otherwise the SOM would be dominated by the variables with the highest values on their original scale). The input vectors are fed to the map in an iterative way and for every iteration, the output units engage in a competitive vector learning algorithm to better represent the original data. Each time an input vector is presented to the map, the algorithm searches for the output unit with the smallest distance to the input vector, this is the so-called best-matching unit. This units’ weight vector is updated to match the input vector more closely. Also the units around the best-matching unit are updated to preserve the topological structure of the original data (the neighboring units are updated by a smaller amount according the neighborhood function and radius). After several iterations, the SOM is trained to represent the high-dimensional input data in a two-dimensional output map. For the time-series data in this study, a trajectory of consecutive best-matching units can be formed and plotted on top of the map to represent the coordination pattern for every trial. This best-matching unit trajectory is the order parameter that will be used to calculate coordination variability in this study. The SOM can be visualized in a variety of ways. The U-matrix has been described as a hybrid representation of grid-space and weight-space and is therefore an excellent option [15]. Figure 1 shows the U-matrices for the SOMs of four players with the best-matching unit trajectories (white lines) on top of them. The cells of the U-matrix (little hexagons) show the Euclidean distance between neighboring SOM units. The cells representing SOM units show the average distance to neighboring SOM units. For the quantification of coordination variability, we followed the calculations outlined in Lamb et al. [34] to construct a measure of total trial variability (TTV). All options that were used in this study for the SOM parameters are displayed in Table 1. More information and mathematical formulae can be found in [13], [17]. All analyses were done in Matlab R2015a for Windows with the open-source SOM Toolbox for Matlab [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>option used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>input vector normalization</td>
<td>range scaling to [-1 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lattice</td>
<td>hexagonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighborhood function</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training type</td>
<td>batch training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map size</td>
<td>based on ratio of first two eigenvalues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialization</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough training:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steps</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius</td>
<td>4 → 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning function</td>
<td>reciprocally decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine tuning:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steps</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius</td>
<td>1 → 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning function</td>
<td>reciprocally decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quantization error (range over all players)</td>
<td>0.091 – 0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topographical error (range over all players)</td>
<td>0.000 – 0.073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Statistical Procedures

To test for differences in coordination variability between the four groups, a 2-way ANOVA (double between design) was done with gender and level of expertise as main factors. Normality was assessed visually with a QQ-plot and numerically with the Shapiro-Wilk test and homogeneity of variance was checked with the Levene’s test. Linear and second degree polynomial fits were calculated between coordination variability and continuous measures of skill level to determine the degree and kind of relation. All statistical analyses were done in Matlab R2015a for Windows, the level of statistical significance was set at 0.05.

3. Results

Normal distribution of coordination variability was assured by the QQ-plot and the Shapiro-Wilk test (p = 0.171) and homogeneity of variance also satisfied Levene’s test (p = 0.343). Figure 2 presents the boxplots of the TTV-values for all groups. The two-way ANOVA on coordination variability did not reveal a significant interaction effect (F1,33 = 2.639, p = 0.114, partial eta² = 0.074, power = 0.351). The main effect of gender was statistically significant (F1,33 = 12.247, p = 0.001, partial eta² = 0.271, power = 0.925) but the main effect of expertise was not (F1,33 = 1.120, p = 0.298, partial eta² = 0.033, power = 0.177). Male players had a significant lower coordination variability than female volleyball players for both skill levels. Consequently, these results would favor no relationship between coordination variability and skill level, only between coordination variability and gender.
The continuous variables used as skill level parameters however, did display a relationship. The data in Figure 3 indicate that the relationship between impact speed and coordination variability was non-linear. This is mostly evidenced by the two top level male players with the highest mean impact speed which levered the curve upwards at the end. The R² from the second degree polynomial fit (0.2373) is higher than the linear fit R² (0.1609), favoring the U-shaped relationship over the continuous decreasing trend. For the relationship between coordination variability and impact speed variability, the U-shaped relationship (R² = 0.5693) is favored over the continuously decreasing trend (R² = 0.1917), here due to an up levering effect at the lower end of impact speed variability of the same two male top level players. For mean jump height, we did not observe any bending of the fitted curve at the highest heights (linear fit R² = 0.1897). For jump height variability, no obvious trend is visible. Both linear and second degree fit yielded marginal coefficients of determination (0.0306 and 0.0871 respectively). The second degree polynomial even yielded a reversed U-shape, not in accord with any theoretical rationale.

4. Discussion

The aim of the current research project was to explore the evolution of coordination variability in the volleyball spike throughout the learning process of elite youth athletes. This paper presented the first outcomes of these measurements and compared them to data from top-level professional volleyball players. This comparison provides an immediate view over a long-term development, but has its inherent problems in being a cross-sectional design. The research questioned the relationship between coordination variability and skill level and how this relationship presented at different measures of skill level (continuous decrease hypothesis vs. U-hypothesis).

The difference in coordination variability and the discrete measure of skill level between top level and elite youth players was not significant. For gender the difference was significant. Part one of this study concluded that the male players had significantly higher impact speeds and jumping heights than the female players. Hence, the continuous measures can give a more detailed view. It is also possible that discrete measures of skill level can indicate a relationship with coordination variability, but because of the cross-sectional design we could not demonstrate this. The longitudinal follow-up of this cohort of junior elite players over the following four years can answer this question. It is also possible that our junior elite players do not differ enough of the top-level players because they are a select group aimed at becoming top-level players.

With focus on the continuous measures of skill level, interesting observations can be made. With respect to the impact speed data pooled from all groups, the linear continuous decrease explained 16% of the variance and the U-shaped quadratic fit explained 24% of the variance in coordination variability. No relations within the groups were clearly visible. With respect to the impact speed variability, 19% of the variance was explained by a linear fit to the data while 57% could be explained by a U-shaped fit. The relationships with jumping height and jumping height variability showed a continuous decrease and no relation
respectively. These different results indicate that the relation
between skill level and coordination variability is dual and
depends on what scale they are measured. Perhaps even more
relations would have been visible if we used also different
kinds of measures for coordination variability.

The amount of variability that could be explained in this
study is somewhat lower than some of the variables in the
study of Wilson et al. [29], but more importantly, the
relations depended on the measure of skill level. Perhaps the
$R^2$-values would have been higher if we had been able to
sample more top level male players, because these players
provided the evidence for the U-shapes. If we had more
samples in the upper range of impact speed and lower range
of impact speed variability, stronger relationships could be
possible. Within a measure of skill level, clear differences
between groups could obscure the type of relationship that is
observed. Temprado et al. [5] also observed an interaction
effect on both the strength and direction of coupling between
level of expertise (novices vs. experts) and different
measures of coordination in volleyball (couplings between
shoulder-elbow-wrist). It is advisable to define different
measures of skill level to be used in a research or practical
setting.

Besides interesting results on a methodological level,
there is also theoretical and practical relevance of this
research. On a theoretical level, this new evidence in favor of
the U-hypothesis contributes to the self-organized ‘freezing
and unfreezing of degrees of freedom’ [4] when developing
to respectively an intermediate and expert level. Freezing
certain degrees of freedom can be at first beneficial to
performance and skill development by focusing attention to
the mechanical more important aspects to performance (as
suggested by Hiley et al. [28], but to obtain a high skill level,
freezing might be a limiting factor. It has been argued
extensively [1], [3], [36] that new forms of coordination
patterns result from a self-organization of dynamic synergies
and that a certain degree of variability is necessary to allow
phenomena like bifurcations and non-equilibrium phase
transitions to occur. Transitions to higher levels of skill level
are often characterized by a more optimal form of
coordination. With respect to pathologies and overuse
injuries the development of variability is an important issue
[7], [12]. Various pathological states (also outside the
neuromuscular level like in cardiology) are characterized by
a reduced state or a change in structure of variability. From a
point of view of applied sport science, the observed results
may help trainers to resolve an important issue in training.
Do we have to instruct athletes to try reaching a textbook
execution according to some sort of model performance or is
more variability in the motion a key element for training? By
using an individual analysis of coordination and several
measures of skill level and plotting individuals on these
theoretical curves, we could see where an athlete is located
with respect to his peers and with respect to earlier
measurements. Players performing high above these curves
could be advised to train for a more consistent coordination
pattern, because their coordination variability could be
non-functional. Vice versa, players under these theoretical
curves could benefit more from a differential and variable
training program. Wagner and Müller [37] showed a
case-study in team-handball with such a training approach
which was very beneficial in improving the throwing speed
of the subject. This statement with respect to training
practice should be taken within the limits of this study and
deserves further research.

Some limitations of this study were present. First of all, we
used a cross sectional design, but we are working on the
longitudinal follow-up, so a more valid result will be
obtained in the near future. Moreover a discussion of our
measure of coordination is in order. First of all, we used only
one measure of coordination, namely the total trial
variability in weight space on a SOM, and perhaps other
measures could have given different results. We believe that
SOM is the best (current) measure of coordination in a high
dimensional discrete motion because it makes no
assumptions on the data, can handle large high-dimensional
data-sets, has a good topological preservation of the input
data and are better able to find non-linear patterns than
classical measures like for instance principal component
analysis. In our study, SOMs only included kinematic
variables and no measures of muscle activity (surface
electromyography, sEMG) like in the studies of Lamb et al.
[15], [34]. Theoretically, we could increase the
dimensionality of the SOM-weight space with input from
kinematics from the lower limbs, joint kinetics and –power
and sEMG. We chose for kinematic variables (attitude and
velocities) of the pelvis, trunk, shoulder and elbow, because
these are the final segments and joints in the chain involved
in the volleyball spike and therefore, it are these variables
that are directly linked to ball speed.

5. Conclusions

We presented data that support both a linear (continuous)
decrease and a U-shaped relationship between skill level and
coordination variability. The kind and strength of the
relationship was dependent on the measure of skill level. A
discrete measure (top level vs. junior elite) revealed no
difference in variability, but continuous measures did show
evidence for both relationships. Impact speed of the spike
hand and impact speed variability favored a U-shaped
relationship, jumping height favored a linear decrease and
jumping height variability showed no relationship at all.
More longitudinal research is necessary to evaluate how
variability evolves over skill development and could be used
to develop training guidelines targeting a more variable
training regime when athletes reach a certain skill level.
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